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Abstract. There is increasing discussion of the possibility of AI being developed to a point where it reaches a ÒsingularityÓ beyond which it will continue to
improve in a runaway fashion without human help. Worst-case scenarios suppose that, in the future, homo sapiens might even be replaced by intelligent machines as the dominant ÒspeciesÓ on our planet. This paper argues that the
standard argument for the AI singularity is based on an inappropriate comparison of advanced AI to average human intelligence, arguing instead that progress
in AI should be measured against the collective intelligence of the global community of human minds brought together and enhanced be smart technologies
that include AI. By this argument, AI as a separate entity, is unlikely to surpass
ÒrunawayÓ human (or, perhaps, posthuman) intelligence whose continued advance, fueled by scientific and cultural feedback, shows no sign of abating. An
alternative scenario is proposed that human collective intelligence will take an
increasingly biohybrid form as we move towards a greater, deeper and more
seamless integration with our technology.
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Introduction

Most approaches to the prospects of an AI singularity follow in the path of Good [1]
who, writing in 1965, defined an Òultraintelligent machineÓ as a device that Òcan far
surpass all the intellectual activities of any man however cleverÓ. As set out with
great clarity by Chalmers [2], concerns about the AI singularity focus on the prospect
of a positive feedback whereby future machines, initially developed to just exceed
human intellect (AI+), rapidly bootstrap themselves to a level of intelligence far
greater than that of any person (AI++). Science fiction scenarios that have explored
this idea are usually dystopian, with meagre and unimproveable human intelligence
fighting to maintain a foothold in a world dominated by ever-strengthening AI. This
pessimism also extends to much academic writing on the topic, for instance, in a recent review Muehlhauser and Salamon suggested that Òthe default outcome from advanced AI is human extinctionÓ [3].
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Runaway Human Intelligence

But this standard scenario starts from a particular assumption about how we measure
human intelligence. The metric chosen for defining AI+ is typically the intelligence of
an Òaverage humanÓ (e.g. Chalmers), which we could call HI. If we think of HI as
Òraw brain powerÓ, which seems to be how many writers conceive of it, then this is,
indeed, a more-or-less stationary quantity which, having evolved to its current capacity around 100,000 years ago has changed relatively little since. Given the slow pace
of natural selection there is little prospect for further improvement any time soon. It
seems plausible, then, that AI could surpass HI in many of its major aspects in the
foreseeable future; in some domains it is already, unarguably, ahead.
An alternative comparison can be made, however, that casts the prospect of
the singularity in a quite different light. Specifically, we can compare AI, not with
individual human intelligence, but with the collective intelligence of the world human
population. Furthermore, there is no obvious reason to consider human intelligence
stripped of intelligence-enhancing artifacts. Since at least the Upper Paleolithic (1050,000 years ago), humans have used external symbol systems to store and communicate knowledge and to boost their individual and collective reasoning capacity (see
e.g. [4. 5, 6]). Indeed, computers, the internet, and AI itself, are simply the latest inventions in a set of technologies whose prior members include red ochre, papyrus, the
abacus, the slide rule, the typewriter, and the telephone. By inventing and exploiting
these intelligence-boosting and knowledge preserving technologies, humanity has
precipitated an exponential increase in our shared knowledge and in our ability to
apply these insights to control our environment according to our goals. This is Órunaway intelligenceÓ at the societal level, fueled by its own positive feedback, as cultural
and scientific development has led to a larger, more long-lived and better-educated
world population. The argument then, is that human intelligence is not constituted, or
best described, at the level of the single mind but in terms of the species. We are as
intelligent as the culture to which we belong, able to contribute the raw processing
power of own brains to an enhanced collective intelligence (ECI) orÑas telecommunications increasingly creates a single world communityÑto what Heylighen has
called the ÒGlobal BrainÓ [7]. Being part of this cultural network, in turn, has a transforming effect on what our individual brains can do. Born with an immature and highly plastic nervous system we spend nearly two decades tuning our brains to take advantage of the intelligence-boosting tools that culture has to offer. In the long run this
species-level technologically-enhanced intelligence has no obvious ceiling, we can
continue to create technologies that complement our natural intelligence, allow us to
communicate faster, and make us collectively smarter. If the prospects for the singularity are considered by comparing future AI with this ECI then the notion that humanity will be outstripped and left behind looks much less plausible. An advance in
AI to A+ is after all, also an advance for the culture that generated that AI, so AI+
implies ECI+, AI++ implies ECI++, and so on.
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A Symbiotic Biohybrid Future?

One question we might still ask is how likely it is that humanity will cease to exploit advances in AI that have the potential to boost collective intelligence. A possible
threat here, is of a split emerging between AI and ECI, with a sneaky and malevolent
version of AI attempting to conceal its advances, biding its time until it is ready to
eliminate all of the unnecessary humansÑback to the extinction story again. But this
scenario, popular in some recent books and films (for example, both the Terminator
quadrilogy and WilsonÕs Robopocalyse), smacks of anthropomorphism, that is, the
assumption that AI systems will necessarily share some of humanityÕs worst instincts
for tribalism. This also underestimates the likely contribution of biological intelligence to the future human-machine collectiveÑthere are many things that our brains
and bodies do exceptionally well that will be hard for machines to master, and where
there will be little economic incentive to improve them in order to do so; symbiotic
systems are successful by virtue of their complementarity. The more plausible scenario, then, is that ECI will continue its runaway path but with an increasingly bio-hybrid
form due to greater and deeper integration between humans and our intelligenceenhancing technologies. What is good for AI, will then also be good for us.
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